RDA Toolkit in 2019
In the Next 6 Months

• Continuous Updates to Toolkit Content
• Releases to Toolkit in February and April
• Stabilization of English Text in April
• Translation and Policy Statement writing is ramping up
• Graphic Browser, Citation Numbering, Help coming in April
Citation Numbering

• For use with print materials and other non-digital communication
• Format will likely be XX.XX.XX
• Numbers will be random, permanent, and searchable
• Numbers will be accessible from through popup toolbar
Orientation Project

• Roll out with the stabilized English text
• Provide guidance on both changes to the standard and use of the Toolkit
• Live webinars and online courses
• YouTube channel and other online resources
• Special pricing for new subscribers
Transition from Beta

• Director of RDA Toolkit will make judgment that 3R is complete
• RSC must approve
• RDA Board must unanimously agree
• Copyright Holders will announce that 3R is complete and set a date for transition
• The original site will remain accessible for one year after transition